GUIDELINES FOR PRESENTATIONS

This announcement is to encourage current students and program alumni of the Michigan AGEP Alliance and KCP-Future Faculty Fellows to register and submit abstracts for posters and oral presentations at the 2019 Fall AGEP Student Success Conference. Undergraduates affiliated with McNair, SROP, MARC, LSAMP, BUILD program are welcome to submit abstracts as well.

Abstract submissions are due on **November 1, 2019 at 12:00 PM EST**. Inquiries can be directed to Steven Thomas at msuagep@grd.msu.edu. Submissions and can be made using this online form: [http://bit.ly/2IYHF41](http://bit.ly/2IYHF41).

**Poster Dimensions:** Poster size is **36” x 48” or 32” by 40”**. Lettering for the heading ideally should be at least 1” in height. It is recommended that you use light weight poster material that will easily roll for travel.

Those presenting posters must be available to discuss their research and results throughout the session.

Oral presentations. The oral presentation **CrossTalks** will be given on in parallel sessions from **8:30 AM - 10:30 AM**. The time limit for oral presentation is 10 minutes with 5 minutes for questions. The time limit will be rigidly followed to keep on schedule. The **audience will represent multiple disciplines** and the content of the CrossTalks presentations and abstracts must be accessible to individuals from varied research backgrounds. **Presentation rooms will be equipped for PowerPoint presentations.** Contact Steven Thomas for special presentation support needs.